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Live-Capture Highlights 
Live-Capture Pro is a simple-to-use, PC-based software tool for real-time live sound measurements. 
Live-Capture Pro measures up to 8 channels (Live-Capture Light version 2 channels) of time domain 
and frequency domain simultaneously, and measurements can be made using the program material 
(music and speech) with the audience present. This measurement method is also named Transfer 
Function. 
Live-Capture performs multi-channel SPL histogram with LEQ logging according to IEC 61672 
standard. 
Live-Capture displays Spectrograph and multi-channel RTA with up to 48 points per octave. 
Live-Capture Pro also employs MLS and Chirp measurements.  

The Workspace 

 
Simultaneous multi-channel measurement   
The Pro version can show up to seven Transfer functions in real time in the same graph (plus 
an average of any channels 2- 7) 

Free routing of reference channels: Each transfer function curve can be 
assigned to any other channel as reference. 
 

• In rooms most measurements are position dependent. Multi microphone 
set-ups speed up the process.  

• Live-Capture Light is a two input measurement system 
• Live-Capture Pro accepts up to eight inputs. The Pro version can show up 

to seven Transfer functions in real time in the same graph. 
• Each transfer function curve can be assigned to any other channel as 

reference. Thanks to this each block in chain of equipment can be 
monitored. 

• Each mic-input holds a unique frequency calibration file.  
• Industry standard 94dB calibrator is supported in a calibration sequence for 

the microphone sensitivity. 
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Measurement Engine 

Pure Group Delay 
Most competing measurement systems don’t calculate the Group Delay in a proper way. Group Delay 
is central in calculating complex loudspeaker equalisation. We have tested a dozen measurement 
systems and so far only a couple of them display the Group Delay correct (MLSSA is among them).  

 
Wrapped phase and group delay with glitches 
 
Most FFT algorithms in math library provides wrapped phase as an output vector. We can’t see the 
meaning of wrapped phase as all measurement contains delay and therefore the phase turns around 
several thousands degree.  
The trick is to make this wrapped phase unwrapped without the glitches when the wrapped phase 
crosses the zero degree. Some measurement systems simply just smooth the phase curve and then 
calculate the GD. Some smooth away the transients remaining in the GD. The problem is that these 
operations produce discontinuities in the curve, which is not the reality. By smoothing the transients 
from room-reflections are taken away so the information about which peak or notch are equalisable in 
a frequency response are lost. 
 

 
Unwrapped phase and real group delay 
 

Timing correction 
All time domain measurement is time corrected in the WaveCapture measurement engine.  
Windows is far from a RTOS (Real Time Operating System). Therefore the train of samples can be 
interrupted or delayed by for example emails, software updates or other communication going on in 
the background. Many competing measurement systems still use DOS to avoid this. Some use DOS in 
the background but the display is in Windows. But DOS has computing limitations like resolution (16 or 
32 bits) and have memory restrictions. 
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The WaveCapture measurement engine makes a full compensation of the timing. Thanks to that, we 
gain full benefit of the latest multimedia computing chips, with 64 bits resolution and a possibility to 
make FFTs without truncation. 

Time window features 

Multiple time windows –MultiWin and AmbiWin 
To provide a frequency response for equalising a loudspeaker system it is desirable to remove the 
room reflections so the system looks like anechoic. Time windowing like Hanning, Hamming, and 
Blackman-Harris etc. provides various attenuation of high frequencies in the Impulse response tail 
where reflections must be removed. The time window must however be long approx. 100ms to get 
valid frequency response down to 20Hz. To fully avoid reflections within 100ms a room size of at least 
17 meters is required, which in most cases is unpractical. 
With the MultiWin it is possible to get a reflection-free measurement and still resolution down to 20Hz. 
Multiple time windows are placed in a proprietary pattern like bellows between the cursors. The first 
time window will wash the first part of the impulse response (PIR) and provide a clean frequency 
response for the highest frequency range. This response is merged with the second and third etc. time 
window, containing the lower frequencies. The shortest time window size is independently adjustable 
in order to optimize the first reflection removals. A yellow stripe is indicating the merge region between 
the shortest time window and the second window. 
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Post processing features 

Curve manager 
 

 
 
The Live-capture can handle up to 16 measurements in the same window. Curves can be named, 
change colour, turned off and highlighted with buttons for each curve. 
The display of the PIR can be changed to ETC or Cepstrum with a mouse click.   

Advanced operations on curves 
Complex operation on single or multiple curves can be done with the Operate On feature. By selecting 
one or several frequency curves they can be Smoothed from 1/1 to 1/24 octave and Normalized into 
a frequency or a level. The normalization can also be done by analysing an adjustable frequency 
band. The difference between two curves can be displayed as a separate curve. 
The Spatial Averaging and Crossover Aligner are described further down. 
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Spatial averaging 

 
 
Up to eight measurements can be spatially averaged in real time (Pro). Each measurement can be 
individually weighted, for example the direct sound can have a higher weight than off-axis 
measurement. Time and phase information are usually lost, as complex averaging is not desired in 
spatially averaging due to the comb-filtering effect. 
However, it is possible to get a relevant time and phase information if the group-delay is treated 
separately. The group-delay is averaged with a novel method. The delay times the speed of sound is 
the mean distance of all the selected measurements between the loudspeaker and the measurement 
microphone. 
Two types of averaging is supported; magnitude averaging and Power averaging. The latter takes the 
RMS of the selected curves magnitudes. 
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X-over Aligner 
This is the quick way to fine-tune the levels and delay between bands in a multi-way active 
system. 
Two measurements can be selected by checking the Operate On check boxes, representing two 
frequency bands in an active system. By pressing Align Delay, the sequence takes you directly to a 
new tab and creates a two-way block diagram over the crossover. Gain and delay parameters can be 
adjusted to get an optimized summation of the complex curves. After adjusting the gain and polarity, 
the Find Delay algorithms can be used to automatically find a suggestion of delay for the flattest total 
response. 
 

The complex sum of the 
two measurements is 
displayed as a bold blue 
line in the frequency 
graph. If the two bands 
aren’t time aligned and 
with the right phase, a 
cancellation will occur at 
the crossover frequency.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

It is crucial to watch the 
time window, either the 
PIR response or the 
Cepstrum, to achieve the 
best time match and at 
the same time get a flat 
crossover region in the 
frequency domain. 
To enhance the time 
domain display for the 
crossover region, the 

PIRs can be filtered so the high frequency energy and the raised peak will be attenuated.  
 

 
To trim the delay, either the Delay spin-box can be 
adjusted by the mouse or use one of the two Delay 
Finder algorithms; Group Delay Difference or 
Flattest Amplitude.  
To judge the timing match, one useful tool can be 
the Cepstrum display. The energy is here seen as 
bursts. 
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Post processing features in Live-Capture Pro 
Room Mode finder with automatic calculation of equaliser parameters 
 

Thanks to the superior resolution below 
100Hz of the WaveCapture measurement 
engine, the Room-mode finder can detect 
room resonances very accurately.  
Room resonances can be calculated and 
simulated and are room dimensions 
dependent, see graph at left.  
Small rooms have primary resonances up 
to 200Hz, but most of the large rooms have  
below 100Hz. Therefore the calculations 
are focused and displayed below 250Hz. 
Live-Capture uses a 16 million point FFT to 
make the spectrogram display.  
Dated measurement systems often uses 
DOS math engines which limit the FFT size 
to 32 000 points. These can’t provide the 
resolution needed to find room modes. To 
save computing power often the method of 
shrinking FFT windows is used, which 
distort the frequency information versus 
time. Therefore the correct resonance 
frequency can’t be detected.  
Live-Capture makes analyze of the peaks 
in the spectrogram and will detect the 
difference between room-modes and peaks 
originated from equalisation in the audio 
chain. A list of found modes is displayed 
with the strongest (primary) at the top. If 
peaks are detected with too short 
reverberation time, these peaks are judged 
as equalising peaks - not modes.  
The list of found modes will contain a 
suggestion of parametric filter values for 
equalising the modes. 
To be able to quickly verify the parametric 
filters, the suggested PEQs can be run in 
the PC as a stimulus equalizer. By redoing 
the measurement, the effect of the 
equalisation can be verified. 

Sonogram shows measurements before and after 
Room-modes are equalized. 
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Parametric equalizer optimizer 
The optimizer automatically determines filters for equalization from a measurement or a number of 
averaged measurements. 
After specifying the number of parametric filters available plus the target band-pass response, Live-
Capture then runs an optimization algorithm and produces a list of parametric equalization values 
(Frequency, Q and Gain). For further optimization, eq parameters can be manually fine-tuned using a 
convenient graphical user interface.  
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 Sliding FFT Waterfall with 3D graphics 
Most dated measurement system use Shrinking FFT to save computing time. The drawback is that 
long reverberant time can’t be seen at low frequencies. Live-Capture also uses sliding FFT to provide 
a complete view of the waterfall. 
The waterfall view is made in the graphical processor in the PC. The three dimensional view can be 
turned and zoomed in any direction in real time by just grabbing it with the mouse. 
 

 
Real time viewing in all 3D axis and zoom. 

 
And have a look under the skirt ;-) The Waterfall seen underneath.
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Distortion- and Spectrum-analyzer 
For system analysis a Sine/Noise generator is available in the toolbar. Pink, white and Multi-tone can 
be selected. The spectrum analyzer has separate readout for 2nd and 3rd harmonics and THD.  
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Transfer function introduction 

 
 
Transfer Function (TF) is the name of a method for using the program material itself (music, speech 
etc.) as the measurement signal (stimulus or source). Transfer function is always a comparison 
between two points in an audio chain with the same program material.  
 
Compared to RTA  
The most common method to use the program material is with an RTA (Real Time Analyzer). 
However, there are several drawbacks; the displayed spectrum is a sum of both the system’s 
response and the program material’s response. With a dual channel RTA one can see the difference 
between the program material by feeding one channel from the console output and comparing the 
other channel from the measurement microphone. Some RTA can show the difference magnitude. 
The RTA shows the power spectrum and therefore all phase and time information are lost. All 
reflections will be added and average into the RTA curve too, so the whole room response will be 
displayed. In most cases it is not desired to include the whole room in the measurement. 
 
Dual FFT 
A more sophisticated method is to use dual FFT (Fast Fourier Transform). Both the microphone 
channel and the channel feed from the console (reference) are transformed from the time domain 
(samples) to the frequency domain (frequency curves). By making a complex division of these two 
results, the program material is taken away from the result and the magnitude represents the transfer 
function (frequency response). The nice thing here is the complex results from the FFT. From this it is 
possible to calculate the phase and then also the group delay. By doing a Inverse FFT we can then go 
back to the time domain and apply time windowing to remove more or less of the room, in the same 
way as in MLS or Sine Sweep measurement systems. A last FFT will bring us to the frequency domain 
and with time window applied a nearly anechoic response can be displayed. 
 
Threshold averaging 
The problem with using program material as stimulus compared to noise or sine sweep is the density 
of tones per octave (or more exact, per FFT bins). Speech is worse than classical music, which is 
worse than pop music, which is worse than thrash metal etc. The program material doesn’t contain all 
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frequencies often enough to create an accurate measurement. Therefore it is necessary to make 
many samples and average them to improve the curves. Another problem is that noise can be divided 
by noise and still give a response. Therefore all transfer function measurement systems must have a 
threshold, which cuts away too low signals.  
 
Delay finder 
In most cases there is a distance between the loudspeaker and the measurement microphone. This 
distance creates a propagation delay, which must be compensated for. When a transfer function 
channel is started a reference channel must be selected. The first step to make is to press the Delay 
Finder button to find the delay, so the reference can be adjusted to the same delay. Both channels 
must be time aligned before the dual FFT can be made. 
 
Coherence 
The Coherence is a value for each FFT bin (frequency pin) of the quality of the signal. It’s a way to 
show the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). Coherence used to be displayed in percent, between 0 to 
100%. 0% is a useless signal and gives invalid data. How much Coherence that is needed is 
dependent on the number of averages. The Coherence threshold determines how much coherence 
each frequency bin needs to provide valid data. The second dimension of the dual FFT transform is 
the phase (and at the end, the group-delay). To be sure that the time information is valid, the phase 
stability is also monitored. Averaging the complex coherence makes this figure. In this way the 
WaveCapture coherence calculation is complex and a single value shows if both the magnitude 
(frequency response) and time (phase) values are valid for each frequency bin. If there are not enough 
valid data, based on a statistical judgment, the curve-segment will be blanked out. 

 

Real Time Analyser 

 
 
The RTA can display up to 8 channels simultaneously. The resolution is up to 48 points per octave 
(PC hardware dependent). The Live-Capture has a unique resolution at low frequencies thanks to a 
new approach to make software RTA. The algorithms mimic up to 480 analogue band-pass filters per 
channel in the multimedia core of the processor. This offers a real time feeling with the same 
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resolution as an analogue hardware RTA. Other RTA software uses FFT with a limited resolution 
thanks to the linear scale of the FFT maths. 
 
A novel easy to use room equalization tool 
The Dynamic Difference is intended to display for example the difference between a microphone at a 
listener position compared to the signal from the output of a mixing console. The program material’s 
spectrum will be subtracted at a normalized level. The RTA will display the averaged power transfer 
function of the path between the loudspeaker and the microphone. This will give a fast indication for 
loudspeaker and room equalization. 
The display is named Dynamic Difference as the average level is normalized. In such way big 
differences in the average level doesn’t provide negative RTA bars. The normalized result is presented 
at the same average SPL level as the main (not reference) channel.  
 
Averaging methods 
There are two primary averaging options Root Mean Square (RMS) and Vector averaging. The terms 
Vector and RMS refer to the type of data used in the averaging routine. 
RMS averaging is used to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of measurements and help stabilizing the 
RTA and Spectrograph displays.  
The four basic averaging schemes used in the RTA are linear "first in, first out" (FIFO), Infinite, and 
exponential (Fast and Slow) and Exponential (user determined time).  
FIFO averaging is a simple "arithmetic" average of some number (2, 4, 8, 16...) of the most recent FFT 
frames with equal "weight" given to each. The settings for FIFO averaging are in multiples of two 
because every doubling of the number of frames going into the average increases the signal-to-noise 
ratio of the measurement by 3 dB. If the Avg spinner is set to 1, no averaging is performed and only 
the data from the most recent FFT frame is plotted.   
Infinite (Inf) averaging also gives equal weight to each FFT measurement included in the average but 
rather than including only a fixed number FFT frames, infinite (Inf) averaging keeps a running of 
average of all the FFT data that comes in until the averaging buffers are flushed. 
Unlike FIFO and infinite averaging, exponential averaging gives more relative weight to the most 
recent data going into the average while the weight of the oldest data "decays" exponentially. The 
options labeled Fast and Slow are exponential averaging routines with a fixed half-life modeled on the 
characteristics of time integration circuits in standard sound level meters. 
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SPL histogram with LEQ logging 
 

 
 
Live-Capture records multi-channel log-files with SPL-data (such as Leq, LAmax, LCpeak etc.) for self-
governance of sound levels. The log-file can be watched graphically and can be exported as tab-
separated text format files. SPL log-file can be printed within a selected time period. 
The Live-Capture Pro can display graphs and log up to eight channels. One channel can (at the time) 
be active and highlighted. This active channel will also be displayed in the Level Display. 
Correction values for Leq and peak quantities can be set for each channel. 
 

SPL metering and logging is according to IEC 61672 standard. 
Built-in weighting filters: A, C and Z (flat). 
Selectable time response; Slow (1s) / Fast (0.125s). 
Three different Equivalent Continuous SPL, Leq, are calculated 
simultaneously; Continuous, Short time (User time) and Period Leq. 
The log and report interval can be set individually. 
Warning levels are set separately for SPL, Leq and LCpeak. 
 
Level Display Features: 
User definable selection of up to three displayed quantities. 
One dedicated Leq value has user selectable time period (10s – 1h) 
“User Leq” is useful to verify sound level adjustments. 
Peak quantities like LCpeak, LCpeak-hold, LAFmax and LAFMax-hold 
can be displayed . 
 
 
 


